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FEAST Spice brings together a collection of texts
that draw on personal histories. Invited to develop
work in response the theme of Spice, contributors
Hafsah Aneela Bashir, Heart & Parcel, Jasleen Kaur,
Saqib Keval, Norma Listman, Abeer Najjar and Raju
Rage, have drawn upon their individual experiences
of cooking and eating to produce texts that delicately
tease out the wider cultural and political histories
hidden within the spices on their plates.
In her essay Eat The Rich Zarina Muhammad
comments,

The sociability of food is tied up beyond the (inter) personal
— moments of sharing and feeding as intimacy — it’s glued
to the politics of social production and labour, workers rights,
immigration, logistics and emissions… Food exists beyond
the happy stories we tell ourselves about its personal
importance, it exists in a global distribution system.
Zarinha Muhammad
‘Eat The Rich’ The White Pube
12th January 2020

The global distribution system of food to which we
are tied with little and various degrees of agency,
often comes to us as an inheritance of a history of
oppression, exploitation and changing diasporas—
from the colonial history of Imperial Britain to its
ongoing contemporary afterlives.
Harnessing personal narratives to reveal certain
aspects of these complexities, contributors
interrogate the pathways of spices, recipes and
cooking techniques, raising questions over processes
of adaptation, adoption, resistance and conservation,
as well as the enduring importance of community —
whether inherited, found or constructed.
Sitting alongside this edited collection of texts the
project website hosts a selection of images and films
that extend the content beyond the printed page,
giving additional insights into the spices, recipes,
cooking processes and rituals discussed here.
Laura Mansfield
Editor — FEAST Journal

HAFSAH
ANEELA
BASHIR

Itni si haldi,
sareh ghar meh maldi
— a riddle

There are some ancestral riddles, idioms
and proverbs that I have often heard my
Pakistani parents pepper our conversations
with over the years — shortcuts that lead
right to the heart of what they want to say.
Some of these when translated literally, make
little sense in the English language unless
you are a native speaker well versed in the
cultural meanings embedded within them.

Hafsah Aneela Bashir is a
Manchester-based poet, playwright and performer originally
from East London. Founder
and co-director of Outside The
Frame Arts, she is passionate
about championing voices
outside the mainstream. Winner
of the Jerwood Compton Poetry
Fellowship 2019, she is an
Associate Artist with The Poetry
Exchange, Associate Artist with
Oldham Coliseum Theatre and
Supported Artist at The Royal
Exchange Theatre, Manchester.

Her play ‘Cuts Of The Cloth’
was commissioned for PUSH
Festival 2019. Her debut poetry
collection ‘The Celox And The
Clot’ is published by Burning Eye
Books. She has worked creatively
with Manchester International
Festival, Ballet Black London,
HOME Theatre Manchester,
Manchester Literature Festival,
ANU Productions Ireland and the
Imperial War Museum. She is
currently writing the libretto for
‘The Bridge Between Breaths’,
a FormidAbility and Tete a Tete

festival commission exploring
Britain’s involvement in the
Transatlantic slave trade and is
founder of the recently launched
Poetry Health Service — a free
service providing poetry panaceas
for the people as a tool for healing.

When I told my family I was going to write
about turmeric, the golden spice that has taken
the West by storm in recent years, my dad
(annoyingly) proceeded to give me a riddle
to work out instead. And reminded me
to call it haldi.
Itni si haldi, sareh ghar meh maldi.
‘What is it? Come on, guess?’, his eyes
twinkling in that way parents do when they
realise they know more than you in that
instance. I try to make sense of it. I know
literally what it means. So I translate.
A tiny bit of turmeric. Smeared all over the house.
‘Yes but what is it? What’s the answer to the
riddle?’ he repeats. A great blank from me.
‘No?’. More amusement on his part. Realising
I’m not going to get it, he proudly reveals
the conundrum. Lightbulb.

Any child of immigrant parents with one foot
in both Eastern and Western culture will tell
you how difficult it can be to extract meaning
from our native language especially when
English has been your dominant one growing
up. As I wonder how a tiny bit of turmeric
smeared all over the house can be a lightbulb,
he is already on a roll.
‘Let me give you another one’, he implores
as I begin to think he’s making them up.
‘Work this one out. Haldi, kar di sabdi jaldi!’
Turmeric makes everyone fast.
‘Well done!’ he shouts triumphantly while
I spend the rest of that day trying to work
out the meanings of both statements. It’s not
until I gather a wealth of stories from
friends, family and strangers alike do I begin
to realise the full significance of a tiny bit of
turmeric lighting up not just a whole house,
but every house it graces. How just as the
pale yellow hue of a peeli roshni wala lightbulb
illuminates everything so does the reach of
turmeric far back into our culture, traditions,
cuisine and rituals.

Nowhere have I learnt this more than sitting
with my 90 year old grandmother whose
ancestors originated from Sunam, India
before the 1947 Partition. Haldi, even today,
is as necessary to her as air is to breathe —
its usage passed down from her parents and
their parents, as ritual. She recalls how every
night; my great-grandfather would bring a
large cannister of milk and warm it over the
wood fire. Fresh turmeric would be crushed
and cooked in ghee and then added to the
milk. He would lift their sleepy heads one
by one and feed them a glass each of the milk
in their beds, while they, the next morning
would protest that he had done no such thing.
She and many others of her generation swear
by it. The haldi kar di sabdi jaldi turmeric that
makes every person who takes it, rejuvenated.
During lockdown I developed lower back
pain that left my bones creaking every time
I turned at night. Mornings were the worst.
My Nani would ring me refusing to end the
call until she had imparted some nutritional
knowledge and checked each time that I was
drinking dhood haldi daily. I told her proudly
that sometimes I do have it in the mornings
with honey thinking she’d be pleased I had
followed in her footsteps.
‘Not during the day!’, she cried. ‘You must
have it at night, when the brain and bones
are resting. It strengthens you much more
if you have it before you sleep. And give
it to the kids. Aajkal keh bacheh jaldi budeh
hojateh,’ — The children of today are
becoming old very quickly!
I’m not sure which children she means.
I know she is 90 years old with 3 children,
11 grandchildren, 31 great-grandchildren
and 1 great-great grandchild. And her health
and her memory surpasses quite a few of us
so I’m not here to dispute what she says with
scientific fact or argue if indeed dhood haldi
is more effective at night, but studies have
shown that this anti-inflammatory golden
milk can protect against oxidative damage,
depression, sleep deprivation, keep colds
and flu at bay as well as boost the immune
system. A plant of the ginger family, it is well
known in Ayurvedic medicine to treat both
skin, respiratory and arthritic conditions.

There is also evidence to suggest it produces
significant memory and attention benefits,
something my Nani notices I need when I am
not so forthcoming with my future savings
and financial information that she’d like to
interrogate. Throw some ground almonds,
pistachio and linseed in your dhood haldi
at night. It will help you with your gut.
And your accounts!

Our Rajistani aunties would prepare kachi
haldi wali sabzi with hot chillies during winter
months to boost the immune system. The sick
would be given a bone broth soup high in
turmeric, black pepper, red chillies and garlic
to make us better. For menopause, equal
amounts of fresh haldi would be chopped with
amla- gooseberries, to have in salads helping
to regulate hormones.

The healing and medicinal capacity of haldi,
has made it an inherent part of our daily
lives, so much so that when my sister was
diagnosed with a bad case of Psoriasis, one
that no amount of medicine gave her relief
from, I watched my Nani and mother make
band aids of turmeric paste and apply them
topically to the sores as a healing agent.

The popularity of haldi reaches beyond south
Asian cultures into the west. The brilliant
writer Micheal Rosen recently tweeted two
words — ‘Turmeric. Discuss’. With over 896
replies, people shared their stories of corona
virus remedies — from turmeric teas to keep
COVID-19 at bay to taking ‘toomeric’ with
black pepper to aid absorption, to cures
for upset stomachs and the healing of major
cuts to people running 10K marathons after
having arthritic pain, to its use in Ayurvedic
and Chinese medicines to teeth whitening
and being made into ‘termuhrik’ pickles —
the people had spoken. Haldi kar di sab di jaldi.
Turmeric makes everyone invigorated and
the benefits are endless.

Similarly, South Asian friends have shared
stories with me of fractures, muscle pains
and sprains, that have healed quicker with
heat pads made from haldi, flour and salt.
My Nani would tell me that in India if
someone had back ache, sore knees or a
boil that wouldn’t heal, mustard oil and haldi
would be mixed together to form a paste.
This would then be spread over hot baked
rotis and wrapped around the problem area
as both painkiller and antiseptic, drawing the
pain out overnight. Its distinct colour would
leave many a limb a shocking bright yellow
but that was never an issue for those wanting
relief or a cure. The issue would be for us
though, a generation of youngsters who came
much later, wanting to make sure nothing
made us stick out like a haldi stained thumb
even more. The fear of being othered at
school here in Britain was real.
Growing up, it was common practice
between brown friends to see the goldentipped fingers of our mothers (and fathers
in my case) signing our school diaries. Kitchen
worktops, plastic plates and wooden spoons
were all christened in the same way. As we
furiously scrubbed away at the stray yellow
stains on our hands or clothing should we
come into contact with even a tiny smudge,
our elders took the anointing in their stride.
Haldi kar di sabdi jaldi. It boosts anyone that
came in contact with it.

But perhaps the reverence of the spice is best
understood by looking at its significance in
the rituals surrounding wedding preparations
across India and beyond. It goes by many
different names such as haldi, uptan or tel
baan to share a few, but the significance
remains the same. Because haldi is known to
be an excellent beauty enhancer, it is used
to prepare the bride and groom for their
wedding day. Numerous aunties will remind
you how turmeric purifies the pores, adds
to the glow of the skin and hides marks and
blemishes. You might also hear from some
that it makes your skin lighter for your
special day, an uncomfortable reminder of
how colourism, beauty ideals and classicism
are deeply ingrained in South Asian
culture — a residue of the damaging impact
lighter skinned pre-colonial rulers have had
and continue to have on a nation’s psyche.
A significant amount of energy has been
spent by the next generation explaining
to all the Aunty Bushras over channa puris
and samoseh as to why it’s problematic to
say ‘Beti, this will give you a gora chitah rung’.

I’ll never forget the stunned look on a particular
Aunty’s face one wedding, as Sameera served
her some much needed tea. ‘Aunty, we don’t
actually want white skin so stop saying
that to us! It’s not us that want to look like
goray — they want to look like us!’
In essence, a paste is made using turmeric,
sandalwood powder, rosewater and oil.
Making the mixture correctly is important
and can vary in ingredients and measurements.
A friend of mine recalls being a particular
jaundiced hue (think The Simpsons) that
only a full coverage double wear foundation
could remedy thanks to an overindulgent
aunty adding too much haldi to the mix.
This uptan is ceremoniously applied to the
arms, legs, face, neck and hands of the bride
or groom usually by mothers, sisters and
friends in the presence of family. In South
Asia this is traditionally part of the mayun
ceremony with similar wedding traditions
crossing over between Muslim, Sikh and
Hindu weddings. Asking my Nani what
she remembered of her wedding preparation
in pre-partition India, she recalls uptan
prepared by the women of her family with
kinu — ground orange zest added for scent
and brightness. All the village girls gathered
at her havelli in Sunam and sang traditional
folk songs, applying the haldi paste to my
Nani’s skin and their own while my Nani
declared loudly, that any man wanting to
marry her better come and live in her house —
not the other way round (as is the tradition).
As a young bride, I was encouraged to stay
indoors around 8 days before my wedding
for beautification rituals to begin. Given a plain
yellow suit, yellow khuseh to wear on my feet
and flower jewellery for my hair and wrists,
uptan was applied daily until the wedding
day arrived, with most evenings filled with
women singing and dancing into the night
to a dhol drum in our living room. Traditional
folk or Bollywood songs would be sung as
the uptan was applied and left to dry, to be
washed off later.

Haldi masaleh vali keseh pisi geeh
Haldi masaleh vali keseh pisi geeh
Turmeric girl how will you crush it?
Meri jaan eseh eseh eseh eseh,
eseh pisunghee
My dear, like this and this and this
and this and this, I’ll crush it!
Terah susra bulay, toh keseh jayeeh geeh
Terah susra bulay, toh keseh jayeeh geeh
If your father in law calls you,
how will you go?
Tereh susra bulay toh keseh jayeeh geeh
Meri jaan, eseh eseh eseh eseh
eseh joangheeh
If your father in law calls,
how will you go?
My dear, like this and this and
this and this and this, I will go!
Haldi masaleh vali keseh pisi geeh
Meri jaan, eseh eseh eseh eseh,
eseh pisunghi
Turmeric girl how will you crush it?
My dear, like this and this and this
and this and this, I’ll crush it!

Vivacious aunties whose singing left a lot to
be desired would playfully slap each other on
the shoulders, head pulled back with laughter,
hands clapping and rowdily shout, ‘Chal hat,
nimak chiraknay walay, bohat mil jai gay haldi
lagane walay’ — get away you who spread salt,
there’s plenty of people to put haldi on others!

Nani’s Dhood Haldi

02 — Add turmeric (and other
spices if you want to).
03 — Add the dollop of butter and
bring to a low simmer for 5 minutes.
You don’t want to over boil, just
a nice hot temperature as you stir.

In that spirit of haldi being shared by others,
it’s my Nani who has rekindled my love for
turmeric. I like to think I have come a long
way from biting into a raw turmeric root sold
by an organic vegetable seller on my doorstep
15 years ago, who stared at my teeth in horror
as I paid him. I leant casually against the door
frame pretending to like this wholly unexpected
hit of pungent spice, completely oblivious to
how bright orange my teeth and tongue had
become. But now that my bones hurt and my
skin needs it, my Nani would be dismayed to
learn that I spent a decade ignoring this root
only to now be forcing it down my children’s
throats reminding them of its benefits in the
same way others, our elders, did with us.
She rings me as usual in the morning and
asks, ‘did you drink dhood haldi last night with
honey in it?’. I jokingly say no and that I’m
about to go out and buy a turmeric latte from
Starbucks. ‘What’s that?’ she asks me.
Dear God. I won’t translate the colourful
language that follows.

01 — Warm the milk in a pan
on medium heat.

04 — Take off the gas and keep
stirring if you don’t like a film
on top. My Nani loves this malay.
05 — Strain the milk into a mug if
you’ve used spices. Pour straight in
if you haven’t. Add a tsp of ground
almonds/pistachios (brain koh takat
milteeh heh — it supports your brain!)
and sweeten with honey to taste.
06 — Drink it at night time!
And brush those teeth!

Ingredients

			 A mug of milk
			A dollop of butter
			 A teaspoon of desi haldi
Honey		 A teaspoon of ground
to taste
almonds /pistachios
(optional)
Hafsah’s optional added
extras — just don’t tell
my Nani!
Fresh		 Green
Ginger 		 cardamom
			pods
Black
					
peppercorns

CAITRIONA
DEVERY

Mixing it up:
learning English
with Heart & Parcel

Panch phoron

black mustard seeds
cumin seeds
fennel
fenugreek
				nigella seeds
Morche masala dar

Caitriona is a contributing editor to FEAST. She currently works as
a research manager at the Earth Institute in University College Dublin.
She is the Food and Drink editor for Dublin's District Magazine and
features writer for its food offshoot CHAR.

dried spicy green chilli
dried garlic
coriander powder
dried coriander leaves
dried onion
dried lemon peel
dried mint
							 walnuts
				
methi seeds

Heart & Parcel are a Manchester based
community organisation who support
people learning English. They have honed
an innovative approach centered around
cooking, using the everyday act of preparing
a meal as means to help learners communicate
confidently in English. Their engaging
model involves cooking food from around
the world and sharing cultural experiences,
recipes and stories.

Ras el hanout

blend of 25 spices
including
						 turmeric
					
rose petals
cardamon
cinnamon
anise
cumin
		ginger
chilli
cayenne
				nigella
		galanga
and
more

Having worked as an English Language
teacher for many years, Clare Courtney,
the Director and Co-Founder of Heart
& Parcel, noticed there was often a huge
diversity of abilities and needs within English
for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)
classes, making it a challenge to provide
learning content that fulfilled them all.
After a period of teaching English in China
she returned to the UK in 2015, as ESOL
funding was being cut by the government.
She recalls being frustrated at the mixed
messaging, ‘immigrants were being told
you have to prove learn English to fit in, to
prove your commitment to live here, but at
the same time we’re going to withdraw all
the tools that you need in order to do that’.
Her frustration prompted her and her best
friend Karolina Koścień to set up Heart &
Parcel. Clare says, ‘we just thought, finally,
we have to do something’. The two met while
working in Café Rouge in Didsbury, South
Manchester and bonded over a shared
love of dumplings. Drawing upon their
different educational backgrounds, with
Clare’s knowledge base in Anthropology
and Education and Karolina’s previous
experience in Sociology and Social Work,
they were able to shape a unique approach
to learning English that was informed by
their mutual commitment to social justice.
As the Heart & Parcel website states, ‘our
work is rooted deeply in research surrounding
ESOL, English language provision, policy,
migration, identity and arts-based practices’.
Clare and Karolina harnessed food as a
learning tool because of its rich association
to individual memories and a strong sense
of identity. The project started off running
drop in cooking and language lessons.

Everything they offer to learners is free.
Heart & Parcel supports itself through
government funding but also operates as
a nifty social enterprise, subsidising the
classes with supper clubs, private workshops,
markets, catering and even a collaborative
cookery book made with learners. Their
initial focus was on working with women
from ethnic minority communities, however,
like many organisations and businesses,
they have started to work online to adapt to
pandemic restrictions. In this context, they
have expanded their sessions to all people
wishing to learn English.
The ease with which food can be used to
encourage natural communication is evident
in anecdotes about Heart & Parcel’s
previous in-person sessions.One particular
lesson which focused on spice, revealed the
centrality of different spices in individuals’
kitchens, as well as the ability of distinct
flavours and aromas to evoke strong
memories. Talking about ingredients and
cooking helps learners explore a diverse
vocabulary that can encompass complex
emotions. Clare explains, ‘we asked the
women to bring in three things that they
couldn’t live without in their spice cupboard,
like a show and tell. We put the spices in
the middle of the table and we would think
of questions to ask each other, what does it
smell like, what does it taste like, and from
there we would move into memory. It was
very evocative and a good way to tap into
that link between food, memory and life.’
The task allowed the learners to think
more about the kind of English they need
to describe their feelings, emotions and
expressions. ‘One of the biggest things that’s
frustrating for an English language learner
is when you really want to express something
but don’t have the phrases. Especially when
we work with refugees and asylum seekers,
who have huge stories to tell, it can be
very very hard to find the right words’.
‘With the spices, there was so much
conversation. People discussing very heavily
how to use a spice, how to use something.
So some of the women will use ginger in tea,
and other women were like no no, you dry it

and grind it in a powder and use it in cakes,
and others said you put it in a stew. All of
these different ways and uses of spices, and
it’s still the same spice’.
Embracing the multiple and diverse
interpretations of a given ingredient reflects
Heart & Parcel’s wider ethos of accepting
and celebrating learners’ prior experiences.
‘We don’t just use English in the classroom,
we try to bring in other languages that
people use at home, to highlight that learners
existing skills and knowledge are valid and
accepted and celebrated here. We found that
if you look at some of the translations for
certain spices, they’re very similar. So the
word for ginger is actually very similar almost
all the way across, even to eastern European
languages. For all of us, the volunteers, the
learners, the penny just dropped—we are all
really similar, there’s so much connection here’.
The ethos of celebrating diversity and
the often unexpected connections we all
share, readily occurs through the familial
act of cooking. Harnessing food as a tool
for learning taps into personal narratives,
creating a rich space for conversation. This
becomes abundantly clear when Clare sets
up a Zoom call for me with three very chatty
and enthusiastic Heart & Parcel learners:
Paramita Raha, Liza Razool, and Hanane El
Hadioui. Hanane recently ‘graduated’ to be
a learner coordinator with the organisation.
The conversation flows easily as they fill
me in on their culinary inspirations, cooking
for their families, and how they learned
from their mothers and grandmothers.
Paramita is from Bangladesh and has been
living in the UK for one and a half years.
She was working in Domino’s pizza before
the pandemic and has been using her time
recently to learn English and how to code.
When we talk about her cooking, she asks
me if I know about panch phoron. Paramita
explains it is a very common spice blend
in Bangladesh.
‘My grandmother kept all the seeds in one
jar and mixed them to use in dishes,
especially vegetarian dishes. Panch means
five and phoron means spice. It is a blend
of mustard seeds, cumin seeds, fennel,
fenugreek and nigella. The flavour is strong
and hot. Asian and Bangladeshi, or Indian

traditional food, use a lot of spices, also in
street food. Everywhere you go, you can
smell that fragrance, that aroma. When you
eat you can feel those fragrant aromas, from
the panch phoron and the ginger.’
Liza asks if it’s a little bit similar to garam
masala. Paramita says, ‘yes, but masala is
used in curry, panch phoran is not in curry,
it’s the whole spice. It’s a different fragrance.
You add it to the oil, and it bubbles, then
you add the lentil or vegetables.’
In Afghanistan where Liza is from, she explains
there is also a very commonly used spice mix.
‘Morche masala dar, it is very famous, with
green chilli pepper, dried, with green pepper,
cumin, black pepper, coriander powder.
It has lots of spices altogether, it’s very, very
spicy and very delicious and the smell is…
oh my god’, she laughs. ‘Yes I love it, spicy
food. Especially kofta, kofta pulau, mantu’.
Hanane is a mum of two, originally from
Morocco but she lived in Italy for seventeen
years before coming to the UK three years
ago. Hanane tells me all about Moroccan
cuisine and its vast array of influences,
‘it’s a bit different from Asian. I think it’s
the most important cuisine in the world.
We have this diversity of origins. Morocco
was colonised by French, Spanish, then
the coming of the Moorish and the Arabs,
the Mediterranean cuisine’.
‘We have this big background of spices and
flavours. The Moorish introduced olives,
and olive oil. The Berber population cooked
with tagine, that was typical. The Ottoman
Empire introduced barbecue. French
introduced coffee, pastry’.
‘We use a lot of herbs, like mint, like parsley,
marjoram, anise. We use rosewater in our
sweets. Moroccan sweets are famous, with
rosewater and orange blossom. We use a lot
of dried fruits, especially in our Ramadan, our
break of fast. And saffron, it’s very expensive
here and in Morocco, but it gives really good
flavour, especially when you make rice
with saffron’.
She also tells me about the prized Ras el
Hanout spice mix. Hanane explains, ‘it means
the head of the shop. It’s a mixture of lots
of aromatic, ground spices including twenty
five spices… listen! Turmeric, rose petals,

cardamon, cinnamon, anise, cumin, ginger,
chilli, cayenne, nigella, galangal’, she stops
reading the list, and explains, ‘you can’t do
this for yourself, you have to go to the shop
and say I need Ras el Hanout. This shop is
especially for spices’.
Cooking holds a distinct importance to
all three, a means of staying connected to
family histories and cultural traditions. Liza
says she has been living in England for five
years and cooking helps her stay connected
to her homeland. ‘I love cooking because
I am a housewife and a mother. My husband’s
family and my family love my cooking. Lots
of friends told me, your cooking is the best.
I don’t know’, she smiles.
Paramita explains that she never cooked
before she got married, but since the
pandemic has started to ask her mother for
recipes and advice. For Hanane, food is the
vital link to family and the past, ‘when you
talk about the food and its origins, a lot of
memories come back, about your mom,
your grandma. You think what was my
mother doing, how did she do the dough?
This is a deep feeling, to be reminded,
it’s very important’.
All three are deeply appreciative of Heart
& Parcel and Clare and Karolina, for the
language learning, the cooking and the
friendships that they have grown. Hanane
summarised, ‘we are a little example of
United Kingdom, we are a lot of cultures,
lots of religions, lots of things to share
with each other without fighting or
discrimination. We can be different and
we can have a friendship, be ourselves
and respect our diversity’.
The thriving social aspect of learning with
Heart & Parcel is key to their approach,
creating a kind of third space between
classroom and real world. Clare explains
their intention to foster such an environment
‘we’ve facilitated a space where people feel
comfortable. It’s very learner led, learner
centred. All the pressure is taken away. As an
ESOL learner there’s often so much pressure,
to learn English to a certain level, to integrate
into society. We thought actually we don’t

want to hear any of that. We also wanted
to amplify the rich skills and knowledge that
people bring into the country with them
that are not being celebrated.’
After five years of surviving on small pots
of money, Clare tells me Heart & Parcel are
ready to formalise the organisation and look
to its future in a more sustainable way. They
have just appointed ten board members,
plans are afoot for a Heart & Parcel academy,
online resources, and more opportunities for
learners to progress. The appreciation their
learners feel is clearly evident. In Hanane’s
words, ‘these two friends, they start an
idea and now it’s a big project. It gave me
motivation and inspiration. I believe in this
quote ‘the journey of one thousand miles starts
with one step’’.

JASLEEN
KAUR
& RAJU
RAGE
Jasleen Kaur is an artist based in
London. Her work is an ongoing
exploration into the malleability
of culture and the layering
of social histories within the
material and immaterial things
that surround us. Her practice
examines diasporic identity
and hierarchies of history, both
colonial and personal. She works
with sculpture, video and writing.
Recent and upcoming
commissions include Wellcome
Collection, UP Projects,
Glasgow Women’s Library,
Market Gallery, BALTIC
Centre for Contemporary Art,
Eastside Projects and Hollybush
Gardens. Her work is part
of the permanent collection
of Touchstones Rochdale,
Royal College of Art and
Crafts Council.

Teflon and Resistance:
disordered eating,
the indigestible truth
and healing
A conversation between Jasleen Kaur
(Be Like Teflon) and Raju Rage
(Recipes For Resistance)

Raju Rage is proactive about
using art, education and
activism to forge creative survival.
Based in London and working
beyond, they explore the spaces
and relationships between dis/
connected bodies, theory and
practice, text and the body and
aesthetics and the political
substance. Their current interests
are around sustainability,
economies, care, and resistance.
They are a member of Collective
Creativity arts collective,
A Peoples Art Collective, Another
Roadmap and a creative educator
and independent scholar with
an interest in radical pedagogy.
Raju has a theirstory in activism,
self and collective organised queer/
transgender/ people of colour
movements and creative projects
in London and beyond from which
their politics and works draw
on and from.

For FEAST: Spice Jasleen Kaur and
Raju Rage recorded a conversation on
their individual projects Be Like Teflon
and Recipes For Resistance and their shared
approach to exploring their personal
histories through the familial act
of cooking.
Recipes for Resistance was an interactive
multimedia art project which explored
the politics of food and its relationship
to migration, belonging, memory, culture,
coloniality, gender, resilience, adaptability
and resistance at Ort Gallery Birmingham
between March and May 2020. The
culmination of research, collection and
relationship building by Raju Rage the
exhibition featured the work of five artists:
Sabba Khan, Jasleen Kaur, Navi Kaur and
Raju Rage and included video, photography,
audio, illustration and sculpture, with a
library of resources on food, migration
and politics in nuance and complexity.

The exhibition also featured a publication of
the same name produced by Rage, spanning
poetry, testimonies, articles, cross generational
conversations, interviews, illustrations, photography and recipes. It includes contributions
from Raisa Kabir, Sabba Khan, Queer Masala,
Nandini Moitra, Zarina Muhammad, Raju
Rage, YSK Prerana, Vijeta Kumar, Edible
Archives and WAH! Woman Artists of Colour.
Be Like Teflon is a collection of conversations
between women of Indian heritage living
in the UK. Devised by Jasleen Kaur
and commissioned by Panel for Glasgow
Women's Library, the book is a space for
women’s histories, experience and strength.
Throughout a series of conversations taking
place over a hot tava or plate of food themes
of labour, duty, sustenance and loss arise.
Through Kaur’s simple act of listening the
conversations seed moments of solidarity
and self-nourishment.

Just the other day I was reading that resilience is an
ecology more than it is an individual trait or possession.
If so, dreaming together can weave the context for
our healing. That is: a container, an atmosphere, a
potentiality. Not transcendence. In fact, I’m not sure
how much we’re breaking free of personal /collective
trauma as much as we’re brewing adaptogens, recipes
for resistance, a kiss and a fist.

Jasleen: I want to hear so much more about

how much time Recipes For Resistance has
been in your body for. You’ve been working
on this for maybe three, four years?

Raju: Yeah. Yeah for sure. I can’t really
remember exactly where it began, but
it was in the British Library archives
where I was trying to search South Asian
migration into the UK and empire and those
connections. A lot of what was coming up
was army and military and that kind of
thing. I was interested in that, but I was
also looking for more female narratives and
there’s not much there. I then made another
work around that, in terms of the lack of
information on South Asians Women’s
narratives in the colonial archives.

PA N AC H E
PHORON

Almah LaVon in ‘Collective Dreaming:
An Interview with Alexis Pauline Gumbs and Almah LaVon’
The Feminist Wire, 2015
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What I did find though, which was quite
interesting, was when I was looking at
British Empire and South Asians as part
of Empire were things around food. There
was a conspiracy in the British Army that
South Asian officers were passing messages
through chapatis and I was like wow, that’s
a really interesting form of resistance. Even
if it was not true, this panic of South Asian
soldiers passing messages in the chapatis
and infiltrating the British Army. That’s just
ingenious, just even as a—
Jasleen: A visual?

STA R
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Raju: Yeah! I was really interested in that
as an example of resistance and for the little
ways that we create resistance, you know?
I think it opened up my eyes to this idea of
what resistance can be. So, I just decided
to pursue that lead and found other things
around British Empire providing certain
cultural diets towards different officers,
Muslims and the Hindus who didn’t want
to eat beef or pork. I thought, this is super
complex. I was finding these really weird
things, that were fascinating. I thought,
this is much more interesting than the
stuff I was trying to find in the first place.

I was thinking through when we first—
sorry this is so long winded!—migrated here
in 1982. We didn’t really have much family
here, but my father’s friends were working in
biscuit factories. McVities. I remember going

round to their houses and having biscuits as an
exotic treat. I just thought, this memory is so
funny because I found some similar material
from the evictions from Uganda and things
around diet. When people first came here and
were in these refugee camps and eating this
unfamiliar palate of cereal and beans on toast
and putting their own spices and flavours in.
These kinds of narratives really started to
speak to me about adaptability and how
we survive. I was always interested in food
—because of my background in baking and
cheffing so I thought, actually THESE
narratives and my food practice is what
I need to focus on. It felt comforting, and
that’s what I liked about your publication as
well. There are these heavy narratives, but
there’s something comforting about reading
them, in this kind of environment where
these shared conversations around food are
happening. This is the way that resistance
manifested in lived experience. But it’s also
not valued or recognised as such. When I
have conversations with family it’s just not
seen as ‘oh yeah, our recipes adapted when
we migrated to different places as resistance’.
I thought how are these things being spoken
about and how do I want to frame them and
for me—being queer and trans—and having
difficulty with my own family around my
identity, but in also not knowing much about
my grandparents and our migration, and our
histories, that cultural history, I questioned,
‘how do I want to have these encompassing
conversations?’
I had found a good way to have difficult
conversations with my mother was through
food. We’d meet and we’d cook together.
Then I could ask questions and find out
information about heritage. That all came
together at the same time. And then I read
this quote by Almah LaVon about adaptogens
and how we symbolically build resilience
and resistance through adaptogens as recipes
for resistance, so I thought up ‘recipes for
resistance’. I really like this term as it
opens things up.
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I started gathering material and playing
with it, putting things together. I watched
Richard Fung’s Dal Puri Diaspora, an amazing
film about the migration of the Puri from
South Asia to Trinidad and the Caribbean,
but it isn’t the straightforward linear
narrative of migration, of fusion food. It’s
kind of saying, yes, things migrated, but also
things became their own and actually there
is no origin, there is no authentic, things just
coincided and exist together simultaneously.
It doesn’t belong to one or the other and
to both. I was pulling all of these threads
together and wondering what I focus on.
And it suddenly dawned on me. It can be an
exhibition, even though it had started out
as much more of a publication, I wanted
the material to speak to each other and be
in conversation with each other. So, that’s
how it came together.
I wanted to connect people’s work where
there are these running threads and
conversations. I felt much happier about
doing it in that way, although it became
so ambitious with the budget that I actually
had but I/we made it work and generated
more funding for it through the sale of the
publication. So it did work out for it to
also exist as a publication in its own right
and it meant it reached further than an
exhibition also.
Jasleen: It’s so great to hear. Because for

JEERA

me, when I was reading through it, I could
feel the differences between it and Be Like
Teflon. It felt expansive and educational.
Recipes for Resistance is really a political piece
of work. You weave in so much creating a
new landscape in which to implant these
conversations in, and it points to a future as
well, which I love.
I want to ask you about that in terms of
your trans identity and queerness and the
possibility of transformation and breaking
out of these patriarchal gender binaries and
where Teflon really stays in that place. I think
when you asked that question in your email
about finding Teflon uncomfortable, that
felt like a gift actually...to pose that
question to me.

So it was the uncomfortableness of this guilt
that I carry around but, at the same time, this
sense of not being able to fit it, because I do
fit into these narratives, but I also don’t quite
fit into these narratives. And then I start to
question where are these other spaces for me
to discuss the kind of patriarchal violence
I faced as a trans person? and the impact
that it had in the journey I took and the
decisions I made?

Raju: Yeah, I wasn’t trying to be critical,
that’s what it brought out from me, which
was important!
Jasleen: In a way, it gave me a new lens

to look at Teflon. It made me look at its
restrictive qualities of womanhood and of
centering womanhood, but also the process
of this book really coming from a place of
(sigh) having to sit with familial traumas that
are rooted in patriarchy, rooted in abuses
that are enacted from men onto women.
I really feel that this is a process—if I was
to turn to the subject now, three years on,
it would be something else.

I appreciate the heaviness that Teflon
brings and maybe I’m being clumsy with
my words, but I felt that they were difficult
conversations that were had, and I just really
respected. I also respected that you put that
into an art institution and challenged it by
using these narratives and that it wasn’t this
native informant. I was really interested in how
people would receive it because I received it
in a very specific way. How are other people
receiving it?

It’s nerve racking to read it again and to see
the rawness and unedited nature of my voice
in it and the unedited nature of having these
conversations, but I also wanted to trust
or honour that rawnesss because it’s not an
academic text or heritage project. It’s not
representative of all ‘South Asian-ness’. This
was commissioned for a white institution—
Glasgow Women’s Library—amazing as they
are, I really wanted to hold back in what
I/we put out into the world and care for the
intimacies shared in the book. So to decide,
for example, that four short conversations
was enough!

I feel that it’s a great publication, but there’s
a wider conversation that can continue
around the responses to it, which I would
really love to have. I mean it’s interesting
what you’re saying around perpetuation
because I think inevitably some of that does
happen, but also some more important work
is done at the same time. It’s not binary in
that way. These things exist in complicated
ways, just like Recipes for Resistance, there
are gaps and missing pieces. And I thought,
I’m probably going to be criticised because
of ‘representation’ (and its burden) and
‘inclusion’ but then I was like — I can have
ongoing conversations with people and get
these creative responses to fill those missing
parts more can be generated from this.

But yeah, there’s something about identifying
as ‘woman’ and the restrictiveness of that
in the book. It doesn’t look forward. It goes
back into history, back into households that
I grew up in, back into gender roles that
perpetuate these cycles of harm.
Raju: I mean, I really loved your publication.
I find it amazing on many levels and I agree
with you that it is this going back...but I feel
it is super important to do that excavating
and the uncomfortable feeling that it brought
out from me is also this fear of going back
to that place, with that person that I left for
a reason because of patriarchal violence.
I have guilt because I know I left that space.
It’s not like I completely left patriarchy
behind, but there was some refusal and ability
to leave that situation where it’s very clear
that it’s not necessarily possible for many
women specifically.

Jasleen: Yeah.
Raju: It’s not just beautiful as a material
object, it’s not just a material object to be
kept, it’s something outside of that as well.
Jasleen: Yeah. They’ve taken the form of

books. They have pages and they have printed
text on them, but I don’t see them as books
in that sense. They’re speaking right?
They are voice!

Raju: Yeah, true
Jasleen: I really feel what you’re saying about

making a space for Recipes for Resistance to
exist. You’re creating a world basically. This
is the fullness in which you want people to
understand, or you want these stories and
narratives to exist within—you need to
provide the landscape in a way for them
to be held correctly.
Raju: I think that’s it. I wanted to create

a landscape you know, in the sense of
where and in which I see relationships and
networks but I don’t necessarily experience
the conversations happening, you know?
The complexities and the nuances of all of
these conversations and how they’re connected,
I want to see more of that happening. I felt
like I needed to construct that in some way,
or allow some sort of platform for that to
happen. How can we have this broader
conversation with each other? But also not to
limit it to the art world. These conversations
are happening outside of the art world.
I wanted to produce something that could
go deeper into the wider politics of food.

HALDI

Jasleen: When I was invited to create

something for the Glasgow Women’s Library,
I had a brief period of time in their archive
and these working class recipe books stood
out to me. On a personal level, returning back
to Glasgow—I wish my mum knew about
these spaces. I was thinking about how she,
as a woman, really doesn’t fit into the South
Asian community because of how women
uphold patriarchy in those communities.
There’s an awful lot of showing face, and she
kind of opts out. I wish she had a community
in which she could, I don’t know, just get to
speak more, because she’s got a lot to say.

MIRCHI

I think that was the impetus. The thing that
was going on for me at the time was umm…
uh… confronting a lot of personal trauma and
really wanting to speak. And really struggling
to write because when I decided that this was
going to take the form of a book, and a recipe
book, which didn’t exoticize, in all its breadth,
that did not flatten. I couldn’t start writing. It
starts with disorder right?
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It starts with disordered eating, it doesn’t
start with beautiful, nourishing food.
It starts with ‘I can’t eat!’

CUMIN
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It took me a long time and I paused the project
thinking ‘I don’t think I can do it’, because
I didn’t know how to write personally.
Testimony was not going to emancipate me.
And who was I writing for? I wanted to ask
about this as well. How do you do that? And
also about how your Pure Realm Instagram
page functions as an online space for you?
Raju: I realised a parallel between the two
books, because they both start on disordered
eating, or indigestible truth or whatever and
I hadn’t noticed that before. But I made
that choice because I thought Zarina
Muhammad’s Eat The Rich, really provided
a good foundation and context to the politics
of what I wanted to explore. I like that parallel
that’s really interesting. I really appreciated
you sharing that and feel it’s important to
acknowledge it when we speak about food,
recipes and politics.

I’ve struggled with past trauma and not having
a voice or not feeling like I could speak or
where I can have these conversations, who
to have them with, disconnection with South
Asian culture and community because I think
I rejected it as I was simultaneously rejected.
So, it was very tainted for me. I had always
internalised my trauma. You self-blame and
you think you were a part of the problem,
so you don’t speak up about it. And then,
I realised at some point that I wanted to
centre a healing perspective — of wanting
to heal, wanting to process even, wanting
to unpack what’s going on.
I also don’t want to fall into victim trauma
narratives at the same time. So, I wanted
to create something that is real and honest
and pure. Not because I believe in ideas
of purity in caste sense. It’s just pure in
terms of uncensored. Everything’s there,
in all its nuance. It’s messy. It’s bringing
it authentically.
Jasleen: Yeah.

Raju: I guess I’m unapologetic about it and
I want to see more of that happening around
me, where we’re not afraid to speak out truths.
But I also want to have some control over
how that’s then consumed. I think it’s about
questioning how mainstream institutions want
narratives that they want to hear from us and
how they can capitalise on it? I was considering
what we can actually put out there that is
real. Narratives that maybe people find
uncomfortable and difficult to take on board,
but are really important. Again that’s why
I like your book. It does that, you know it’s
not trying to sugar coat it for the institution
who desires that.
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Jasleen: You mentioned over email about

the theme of digestion and indigestion in
Teflon, and indigestion was really on point.
There was something of that in the process
of putting Teflon together, and I wonder if
this has come up for you as well? Everything
we’ve been chatting about, wanting to speak
your truth but also not wanting to provide
content. In my draft I’ve got a whole glossary
of non-English words that were spoken
in conversations, sometimes whole
conversations were translated into English.
So, there was that process of translation,
but then I made the decision to take out all
the italicised words and bin the glossary,
because that is the colonial format that you’ll
see in archived books from the British Raj for
example. So the decision to refuse explaining
and refuse consumption — even in a small
way — felt important.
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The sociability of food is tied to the politics of
social production and labour, workers rights,
immigration, logistics and emissions: the possibility
of a utopia. … … Food exists beyond the happy
stories we tell ourselves about its personal
importance, it exists in a global distribution system,
and as soon as I felt the edges of that, it sickened
me all over again. Disgust is more powerful than
desire, that is how it is useful in dismantling, or
more, breaking it.

There is a void and a lack which I speak
about in the intro of these authentic, painful
narratives—narratives doesn’t feel like the
right word—there’s something that you were
chatting about, about eating while you feed.
Raju: So, ‘eat while you feed’ is the idea
that you feed yourself, while you’re feeding
others. So, you care for yourself as you care
for others. But, what I’ve noticed...and
this came up with aunty in the film that we
made, where she thought it undermines that
satisfaction of you feeding other people,
if you eat while you feed.

Zarinha Muhammad ‘Eat The Rich’ Recipes for Resistance
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Jasleen: Oh, wow.

Raju: Oh yeah, what do you do?

Raju: So, she doesn’t do that. She would eat
afterwards. That’s her rule. I noticed that my
mother did this, she would always—to the
point where it was creepy—watch us eat!
Then she would eat. I’ve noticed this happens
a bit in the South Asian culture that I’ve
been exposed to. Women (the main carers)
do this thing where they eat afterwards, or
they only eat with other women. I thought
it’s super interesting because for me as a selfcare thing I like the idea/concept, maybe it’s
more metaphorical. But yeah, we take care
of ourselves as we would take care of others.

Jasleen: Well, I do what my mum does right?

I like the idea that we also nourish ourselves,
but I wondered whether, there was a part in
reading your book where it discusses selfcare. It’s also about taking care of yourself,
by separating yourself, that is also an act
of care, right? Maybe you don’t want to be
necessarily eating with everyone, maybe you
take your time and your space. And I think
that’s what my mother did—she worked
hard all day as a single mother and then she
took her time and her space and watched her
Indian soaps very loudly on the TV.
Jasleen: I can totally second everything that

you’ve observed around, whatever aunty
was saying right? Around this desire to be
a feeder? Which is what Amanprit Sandhu
writes about in her parallel text ‘The Feeder
and Feeding’. You’re taking me back into
the kitchen right now. My mum would have
the last roti on the tawa, she’d eat last and
she would leave it there because she liked
it crispy.
Raju: That’s nice!

Jasleen: And as she turned vegan, and

therefore her diet became different to
others in the house, she’d make the last few
rotis without butter. So, there were some
practicalities around it too, but absolutely,
it was rooted in duty, and in whose labour
was more valued right? Mum could have
been working all day, but dad would come
back from the shop and he would be fed first,
and probably complain about what was made.
But in you asking that question made me
realise what it is that I do, in my home.

I cook the dinner.

METHI

Raju: (laughs) Yeah, I do too! Yes, yes!
Jasleen: I want to feed Rai the amazing

things I grew up on. I really feel that I carry
a lot of that feeder mentality and I should be
wary of that. And I think that as Rai grows
I’ll be conscious to involve him in kitchen life.
I mean his mixed heritage-ness also makes
things different for him too.
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What was I saying, something around
eating while you...
Raju: Eat while you feed. Yeah.
KASHMIRI
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Jasleen: Yeah. This idea of purity and

food being soocha, is that a word that
you’re familiar with?
Raju: Mmm-hmm.

Jasleen: Where ideas of cleanliness and

purity enters into food and mainstream ideas
of Sikhi. I’ve been trying to trace back and
understand how this mainstream narrative
of Sikhi came to be? And what are the factors
in that? I’ve been thinking about how caste
played into like, ideas of being a Good Sikh
or a Bad Sikh.

Meat and Caste are a really new territory
for me, but what I deeply love about Recipes
for Resistance is those narratives are woven
throughout.

M U STA R D

Raju: I’ve always been interested in this whole
conversation around vegetarianism and the
practises of not eating meat and how that’s
communicated. I’m just coming to terms with
how caste played out and what that meant
for us. We left my (Hindu) father when I was
seven. We didn’t know any of his family, so
I didn’t have that socialisation as far as I know
about caste, and from what I know caste is
not really inscribed—it’s ascribed right? So,
it’s about socialisation. I’ve been trying to
pick that apart.

Many of the women from my mother’s generation
are now in their sixties & have worked throughout
their lives, whilst simultaneously running a
household, looking after children & cooking. The
labour involved in feeding & its impact on their
bodies coexists & is sometimes at odds with the
romanticised idea of the South Asian mother &
dutiful feeder. In turn the relationship to food,
domestic life & working life is personal, social &
political in unexpected ways for all involved.

My father would always complain about what
my mother cooked! There was always stuff
around food that was so violent it’s surprising
that I didn’t actually grow up

Amaprit Sandu ‘The Feeder and Feeding’ Be Like Teflon
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with any eating disorders myself. And I’m
kind of always surprised that I’ve taken to
food in this way (being a chef and baker).
But I think I also took to food because...
it created this agency… I can cook, I can
cook for myself and I often had to as a child
in a single parent household also but also
being surrounded by community kitchens.
Jasleen: Yeah. You mentioned Langar

and Seva as well.

Raju: I mean, It’s something that I’ve been
really interested in doing in terms of feeding
those who can’t feed themselves or you know
taking care of people through feeding, being
a FEEDER. All of these things are part of
my identity. I just kind of do it and then I
realised that this is part of Seva that I grew
up with as Sikhi. I know from your work that
you bring that in (for example in 5K’s carpets).

Raju: I really love the process of cooking,
because it’s a very mindful act where
you’re in the present. I like that it brings
me, physically, in an embodied way into the
present. I find that healing in itself and as
a ritual of taking care of yourself and other
people. There’s this line that I read recently,
in Love and Rage by Lama Rod Owens that
you give yourself the same care, that you
would your community, you know?! And
that’s the thing about Seva that I resonates
with me. That I’m taking care of myself,
and I’m also taking care of other people
in the same act.
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I think that’s super healing.
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Jasleen: Personally, I’m in a real space of
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unlearning to relearn with Sikhi. There’s just
so much beauty in the ideas of where Langar
comes from, this idea of feeding everybody
the same meal, on an equal level. In the
context of what we’ve just been speaking
about around caste, that’s a really powerful
act. What you were saying about feeling
a real affinity with that, it’s just something
deeply socialist and beautiful.

CINNAMON

You made me think about the performativity
of Langar though. Like, what is it doing in
our current context? I have a problem with
mainstream Sikh identity and spaces of
worship today. They’re deeply conservative
and so what is Langar doing today, that it
was meant to do 550 years ago?
Raju: Totally!
Jasleen: I wondered whether we could

maybe think about healing and food?
You mentioned earlier about coming into
art as a necessary process of healing...
and the healing properties of art.
How do you approach food and healing?
WILD
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Dakkah is a chili and garlic condiment that
is commonly used to top legume-based
dishes to add a spicy and fresh finish.

Ingredients

		 1 Jalapeño
		 (or your favorite
			chili pepper)
		 1—2 cloves garlic
				 Juice of 1/2 lemon
Salt
		

Olive oil

To prepare the Dakkah:

Abeer Najjar is a self-taught chef, food writer and the founder of
Huda Supper Club. Born on the south side of Chicago to Palestinian
immigrants, her culinary approach reflects her family’s heritage
and city upbringing. Abeer works to preserve culture and stimulate
conversation about identity by using food as a canvas for storytelling.
Her work has been featured in Teen Vogue, NPR, LifeTime and
other publications.

01 — Using a mortar and pestle, smash the chilies
and garlic with a generous sprinkle of salt until
they become a chunky-paste consistency.
02 — Then combine with the lemon juice.
03 — Transfer to a small bowl and finish with
a drizzle of good quality olive oil on top.

Sidi’s Mdakkah

The Mdakkah, a mortar and pestle, is a
staple tool in my kitchen and one of the only
possessions we have that belonged to my
grandfather, Sidi. I’ve seen my mother use it
all my life, similarly to how she probably saw
her father cook with it. Sometimes to smash
garlic for frying and finishing off Fasooliya.
Sometimes adding chili peppers to make spicy
Dakkah to top Ful Mdammas. Our Mdakkah is
carved from a single piece of Palestinian oak,
grooves and cracks running through showing
its maturity, but strong and resilient like the
land it came from. We’ve had other mortars
and pestles come and go in our kitchen, never
lasting nearly as long as Sidi’s or yielding the
same results. Would you believe me if I said
his Mdakkah made food taste better?
It’s grown on me as my love for cooking has,
and especially as I’ve reconnected more with
my Palestinian roots. It’s made appearances
on my blog, cooking web series, and brand
campaigns, keeping me grounded, connected
to my family and our history, no matter
where my path takes me. It’s become the
prized piece amongst my kitchen artillery.
During my first trip back to Palestine as
an adult, my love for Sidi’s Mdakkah grew
deeper. I sat with elders in the refugee camp
my mother grew up in and they relayed their
stories about the grandfather I barely knew.
A neighbor reminisced about how when there
wasn’t a meal ready to serve to unexpected
guests, Sidi would throw together a spread
of his pickled vegetables, olives, olive oil and
fresh bread. With time, Sidi’s salad became
one of his most requested meals. My uncle
talked about the numerous occasions where
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Sidi would send him to fetch some chili peppers,
onions, garlic and tomatoes. He used his
Mdakkah to start smashing all the ingredients,
the scent inviting everyone to gather. A sprinkle
of salt and a generous drizzle of olive oil
finished off the famous dish to make everyone’s
mouths water. The fresh bread couldn’t arrive
quickly enough. Everyone would tear pieces
of bread excitedly, taking turns to scoop
up bites of salad from the family-style bowl.
They sniffled as the spice hit them, but never
confessed it was too hot to handle. A steaming
cup of sweet tea would soon follow, soothing
their fiery tongues.
In the background of these memories was
ever present war and oppression, night raids
and arrests, but these family meals are the
memories they keep of Sidi and the stories
they tell of him. Stories that helped me get
to know him and see how his most simple
of meals brought everyone together. His
Mdakkah, a simple kitchen tool, has become
a memory vault connecting generations.
Sometimes when I’m cooking and it’s just
me and the Mdakkah, I imagine instead I’m
making Sidi’s famous salad while he takes
a break from the cooking. I’d toast a piece
of bread on an open flame until the edges
burn a bit and sit to share a meal with him.
I imagine he’d be impressed with my salad
skills and praise Mom for teaching me his ways.
Someone yelling my name or my phone going
off then brings me back to reality. So I carry
on cooking, sharing that meal as he would,
carrying on his memory and the stories of
the land he came from, adding my own new
memories every time I use Sidi’s Mdakkah.

SNEHA
SOLANKI

PATRA
v2.1
Resilience
Recipes
V2.0+

Patra, [meaning leaves, Gujarati] is a savoury
steamed dish made from leaves, gram flour
and spices. It was originally created in British
Kenya by ‘free’ and indentured Gujarati
Indian’s that migrated to the East African
British Colony between 1920—1963. Taking
their spices with them from West India to
an unfamiliar land, the Gujarat’s developed
a new and evolving cuisine. Hacking, adapting
and absorbing new ingredients from their
place of migration in East Africa. Patra was
created when the Gujarati’s utilised a local
plant — Colocasia esculenta — with leaves
known as taro, to create a steamed spiced
dish. Continuing to travel through British
Colonial Imperialism, Patra was later brought
to the U.K. when East African countries
gained independence from British Imperial
Rule during the 1960s.
Originally featured in the online edition
FEAST: Salt, the recipe PATRA v2.0 was
inspired by the Gujarat resistance in Dandi
against the British salt monopoly during
1930. Salt, a basic necessity, was heavily
taxed and its production and distribution
controlled by Imperial forces. PATRA v2.0
exchanges the Kenyan Colocasia from the
original recipe for foraged salty seaweed
local to the North East Coast of the UK, an
action that symbolically embodies ownership,
resilience and adaption, further pointing to
the contemporary challenges of climate
change and food insecurity.

Sneha Solanki is interested in
the emergent, precarious and the
overlooked. She regularly employs
horizontal methods of cultural
agency and citizen science, and
often works in process-based
environments; producing events
and projects that utilise low-tech,
open and collaborative methods
to engender knowledge. She
has engaged with the invisible
signals emitted from military
bases, with plants, computer
viruses, microorganisms and

synthetic life. Her ongoing project
EATING | THINGS documents
the journey of two children as
they start to learn about flora
and fauna. They follow a parent
and then later on, each other
whilst looking for edible things
on verges, hedges, bushes, trees
and along the shore, exploring
foraging as a means to enable
resilience, develop new knowledge
and feel empowered within the
larger food system.

Drawing upon the Gujarati migration to
East Africa where new and novel ingredients
were assimilated into food culture, the patra
recipe similarly continues to evolve. PATRA
v2.1 includes two new foraged ingredients,
the spices—wild carrot seeds (Daucus carota)
and wild mustard seeds (Sinapis arvensis) to
add further local roots and imbed additional
lines of resilience against global food systems
in the constantly adapting dish.

Foraging
Foraging, a low key, slow, hands-on harvesting
is a counter-cultural activity to mainstream
food shopping. This marginal activity
involves an entire act of seeking, identifying,
harvesting and processing, and of course, a
whole spectrum of emotions that are attached
to each task. At times it is disappointing,
whilst at others disproportionately euphoric.
We are ‘made-up’ at finding three wild
raspberries or we come across something
we have not yet previously encountered but
have been seeking for some time. There are
moments when we can be overwhelmed by
abundance or the fine-line between delicious
and poisonous doppelgangers. Entwined
within the emotional responses are the simple
benefits of foraging; it is food for free (as in
speech or liberty), it is food that’s tasty, it is
food that can be super nutritionally charged,
it is food that grows without any human
intervention, fussing or chemicals. It is also
food that makes us look at our habitat as
a whole, prompting us to think mindfully
and in-line with the flux of seasonal and
environmental change.
The act of foraging with my daughters
for the spices and seaweed ingredients in
Patra v2.1 continues to contribute to the
legacy of resilience by my family whilst
developing embedded multi-generational
knowledge for self-determined food cultures
in times of climate and environmental shifts.

NORMA
LISTMAN
& SAQIB
KEVAL

Norma Listman and Saqib
Keval met in the kitchen tracing
notes of ancestral recipes
and community foodways.
As chefs, they have committed
themselves to creating unique
dining experiences using food
as a means to tell complex
stories of food migration through
beautifully curated meals.
As Masala y Maiz, Norma and
Saqib research the migration of
ingredients, cooking techniques
and political movements between
Mexico, South Asia and East
Africa. Their work is rooted in

the exploration of mestizaje
and the belief that restaurants
are a powerful tool for activism
and social change. They are
committed to using their
restaurant and their access as
chefs to fight for the critical
social justice issues of our time
and work hard to be leaders in
bettering the labour conditions
and quality of life for those
working in the food industry.
In 2020, Norma and Saqib
partnered with their staff and
farmers to open the worker-owned
cooperative grocery store Super

Cope, and are working on opening
their new casual restaurant
Mari Gold. They work together
in all parts of the project and
have made Masala y Maiz a
beautifully personal reflection of
themselves, their families, and
their community. Norma and
Saqib are based out of Mexico
City but travel internationally
giving lectures on food politics
and food migrations, hosting
cooking demonstrations and
pop up dinners.

LAMB BARBACOA

Norma grew up in a town famously known for
its barbacoa, a long and slow preparation of
lamb where the animal is wrapped in maguey
leaves pencas and cooked for hours in
earthen pits underground.

Barbacoa is a Sunday morning tradition
and meant to be shared amongst family
and friends alongside piles of fresh tortillas,
finely chopped onions and cilantro, salsas
and sprigs of epazote, all of it chased down
with a steaming hot cup of consome. The
first time Norma took Saqib to eat barbacoa
in her hometown he was transported to the
nyama choma stands in coastal Kenya where
his family is from. The barbacoa they serve
at their restaurant Masala y Maiz quickly
became a Sunday tradition. Over the course
of 3 days, local lamb is marinated and
cured in a richly spiced adobo that draws
equally from Mexico as it does from North
India. The meat is first wrapped in sprigs of
avocado leaves, then in roasted banana leaves
before finally being covered in pencas de
maguey and cooked for hours at a low heat.
The spices used are slowly roasted before
being ground and cooked into the adobo.
While some of the spices are classics in Mexican
gastronomy (cumin, coriander, cinnamon,
star anise) they, along with the rest, have
very complicated histories of how they have
moved throughout the global south pre
and post colonization. Some were spread
through the world by birds in their droppings,
others carried by traders, and many more
by colonizers looking to make their morally
bereft cultures and cuisines more palatable.

So much of Mexican and South Asian
gastronomy would not exist without the
influence of the other. There are flavors,
techniques, and shared histories that go
back generations. The similar use of acid,
pickles and ferments in the construction
of the perfect bite or the shared fondness
of that mouth-watering flavour combination
of sweet, sour and spicy are just some small
ties between our tables. South Asian gastronomy
was forever changed by the introduction of
Mexican ingredients like tomatoes, chiles,
corn and peanuts that are indigenous to the
Americas. Mexican gastronomy makes liberal
use of ingredients like cinnamon, cumin,
black pepper, and cilantro that made their
complicated journeys from South Asia to
become nationalized in Mexican guisados,
adobos, salsas and postres. The masala-rich
adobo with its tamarind tang used in the
barbacoa recipe brings together distinctly
Desi spices but in a wholly Mexican way.
It tastes both very Indian and very Mexican.
The long process of barbacoa cooking
underground, with it’s sealed, low, radiant
heat feels like the predecessor of the dum
pukht technique used in North India with
a little bit of tandoori. It’s these spices and
chiles, in all their tangled histories and shared
techniques, that anchor the Masala y Maiz
barbacoa in so many different cultures and
countries simultaneously.

LAMB BARBACOA
MASLA Y MAIZ

Consomé

Recipe Note

Total Prep Time: 3–4 days
Serves: 8

Salt to taste
4 ripe tomatoes

		
2 chile de árbol
3 litres of water

Yes, this dish takes multiple days of
preparation, and yes it has A LOT going on.
These are complicated flavors for complicated
times. Put some of that good music on and
get to work. You will be making something
filled with love and labor to share with your
community. Take care when toasting the
whole spices so as not to burn them. You can
grind the whole spices using a cleaned coffee
grinder or a mortar/pestle until they becomes
a fine powder. Use a coarser salt (never table
salt and nothing iodized) in preparing this
dish. Serve your barbacoa alongside steaming
hot consome, finely chopped onions, radishes
and cilantro, and of course, fresh warm corn
tortillas wrapped in a cloth to keep them
from getting cold and drying out. Start your
preparation on Thursday so you can enjoy
this as a classic Sunday morning breakfast
to share with the people you care for.

5½ kg young
lamb(leg, loin and
neck, bones included)

Ingredients

Salt to taste

Masala

Adobo

			

		
1 tbsp fennel seeds
2 tbsp cumin
2 whole black cardamom pods
		
1 tbsp green 		
		
cardamom seeds
2 tsp yellow mustard seeds
1½ tbsp coriander seeds
		
1 x 5cm cinnamon
		stick
1½ tbsp fenugreek
2 whole star anise pieces
2 dry banana leaves

To Serve

½ kilo Limes
		
¼ kilo radishes
1 white onion
1 bunch cilantro

2 black chilhuacle chiles

4 guajillo chiles

		

3 árbol chiles

5 Roma tomatoes
5
garlic cloves
			
2 bay leaves

				
1 cup virgin olive oil
3 white onions, chopped into medium-sized cubes
		
3 tbsp peeled fresh turmeric, finely chopped
		
3 tbsp peeled fresh ginger, finely chopped
					
½ cup tamarind pureé
		
3 tbsp quince
					
½ cup pineapple or apple cider vinegar

4 tbsp sea salt

Putting the barbacoa together

					
3 banana leaves, fresh
							
1 large maguey leaf
							
(can be substituted by
							
4 large banana leaves)

			
			

7 litres of water, approximately,
depending on the size of the pot

24—32 tortillas to serve

Two nights before, salt the lamb entirely, and
let sit in the refrigerator, covered in film paper.

Make the masala. Toast each spice separately,
being careful not to burn them, and then
grind them in a mortar or blender until
a homogenous powder is formed.
Make the adobo. In a saucepot, boil the chiles,
the tomatoes, the garlic and the bay leaves
until the chiles are soft to the touch. Drain
the chiles, remove the stems. Reserve and
save the broth. In a frying pan, on a low
heat, sauté the onion, turmeric and ginger
in olive oil. When the onion is translucent,
add the tamarind purée, quince, vinegar and
salt. Cook for 10 more minutes, then let cool.
Once everything is at room temperature,
blend the masala, chiles and sauté using a
little of the broth the chiles were cooked in.
The consistency should be thick and velvety.
Make the barbacoa. Generously cover the
meat with the adobo and avocado leaves,
but keep one cup of adobo for later.
Let sit for 24– 48 hours.

Remove the thorns from the maguey leaf
with the help of a thick, sharp knife and
a pair of gloves: start at the base and work
towards the point. Then, remove the rib
that runs from the base to a little beyond the
middle. In a large saucepan, set the water
to boil. Soak the leaf. It’ll be ready when
it’s malleable and the colour has changed
to a dark, dull green.
In a wide, deep and high-heat resistant pot
(like a dutch oven), place the leaf lengthwise.
The points that remain outside the pan will
be used to cover it later. arrange one banana
leaf at a time to fully cover the bottom and
spill over the sides. The goal here is to create
a completely sealed pouch of leaves that you
will cook your barbacoa in. Place the meat
in the center of the banana leaves, layering
the meat with avocado leaves. Add the cup
of adobo that was left. Cover the meat with
the banana leaves, if there are uncovered
corners, grab an extra piece of banana leaf

and cover any holes, making sure no meat is
left uncovered. Finally use the excess parts
of the maguey to wrap around the banana
leaf packet. Pour as much water as your pot
will fit around your barbacoa packet. Cover
tightly with foil (3 layers) to make it air tight
and keep the steam from leaving. Alternatively
you can place a baking tray over the top and use
a brick to hold it in place.
Bake at 300°F for 2 hours, then raise the
temperature to 450°F for 2 more hours. Lower
to 250°F for 4 final hours. It is important to
check the water level and make sure it does
not evaporate. You can add water as needed
(this will turn into your consome later!)
Make the consome. Once the barbacoa is ready,
separate the bones from the meat and place
them in a deep stock pot. Place the leftover
liquid from the barbacoa in the pot, if there is
anything stuck to your pot, deglaze it and add
it to the stock pot. Add 3 litres of water, the
tomatoes cut in half, the chiles and salt. Bring
to a hard boil and keep it going for about
2 minutes. Check the salt. Strain and serve
warm along with your barbacoa.

Reserve about ½ litre of consome in case you
need to reheat your barbacoa. You always
want barbacoa to be moist and warm.
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